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Introduction 

Rather than relying on the established protection programs in their country, ordinary people –often              

times with no training or supervision– take on a hero-like behavior, cleansing their streets and respective                

nations from illicit behavior and criminals. Citizens of many countries are unsatisfied with their              

government’s actions in ensuring their security and safety, and thus, have taken matters into their own                

hands by becoming vigilantes. Not only are they unsatisfied with the action being taken by the                

government, but the citizens mistrust that the criminal justice system is apt to pursue and punish criminals                 

justly. Moreover, vigilantes instill their own system of justice and policing, to ensure the safety of their                 

neighborhoods. Due to the protection and security the community believes these vigilantes provide, they              

become attached and influenced by them.  

The problem with this mentality was seen in Peru, when vigilantes in a small rural village were                 

continuously reported to have broken laws and hindered human rights. When officers went to the               

community for assistance, they refused to cooperate; as they believed that their actions were imperative               

for the safety and protection of the community. In the vigilantes opinions, these two things –safety and                 

protection– were not provided adequately by the law enforcement, but in the eyes of the government,                

these vigilantes were a threat to citizens’ well being. 

Vigilante groups often stem from government programs known as “community policing”, which            

allows any citizen to become part of the movement against violence. After these vigilante groups form, in                 

some instances such as Haiti, instead of being punished for breaking the law, vigilantes receive impunity                

from the government. This impunity can cause citizens that protect and idolize vigilantes to think that                

their actions will not have repercussions, no matter the circumstance – deepening the cycle of vigilantism                

and crime.  
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Not only do many vigilante groups and individuals receive impunity. But recently, they have              

begun to be integrated and used by government officials as well as political parties, no matter their past                  

actions, and regardless of whether it is illegal or not. They can be hired to oversee the voting process,                   

handle the ballot counting, campaign for politicians, gather information, and many other roles. For              

example, the Nigerian “Joint Task Force” used vigilante groups in order to receive inside information               

about criminal movements inside communities and also as quasi-mediators for when they had military              

operations. Due to the sparse army in Nigeria, many communities did not receive protection; thus the                

vigilante groups filled the hole, providing safety and security to the citizens. However, in many other                

countries such as Colombia, Peru, and Argentina, vigilante groups have set out to cleanse the street of                 

“evil,” killing those they believed were sex workers, drug dealers, thieves, amongst other illicit workers. 

Many countries are against the negative effects vigilantism offers, and instead of allowing them,               

countries like Mexico have made an agreement between the government and the vigilante groups in order                

to legitimize and unite them with the government. Governments prefer to collaborate with them because               

often, vigilante members are untrained, which causes them to be dangerous and unpredictable. By              

legalizing the groups, the government gives them training which may ensure their reliability and improve               

the protection they can provide to the citizens. Another issue with vigilantism, solved by having               

integrated them with the government, is the lack of screening on who can join. By legalizing them, groups                  

are given the resources to be able to conduct these checks. Additionally, the government can assist the                 

groups, aiding them in order to become united and organized, which in turn can benefit governments as it                  

did in Nigeria with the Civilian Joint Task Force (CJTF) with their fight against terrorist group Boko                 

Haram. 

Although governments can help vigilante groups become more reliable, there is a downside this.              

In countries such as Ghana or India, vigilantes themselves have power and influence inside the               

government. In India politicians, known to be part of vigilante groups that have human right infractions                

and illegal behavior are still in power and have the capability to influence laws in their favor. Similarly, in                   

the Philippines, Rodrigo Duterte, current president said during the 2014 Senate meeting, that he would               

shoot rice smuggler, David Tan, who was emulating a modern day Robin Hood, if he ever returned to the                   

city. Rodrigo Duterte is often commemorated as he turned Davao City from being the capital of murder to                  

one of the most peaceful and amicable countries in southeast Asia. However, he has been denounced by                 

both Amnesty International and human right groups for having tolerated the unjust killings of criminals as                

well as been accused of working with the Davao Death Squad, a vigilante group. Despite the allegations,                 
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no action was taken against President Duterte. In the same way, in Nigeria, members of Delta Force                 

invaded the Kumasi Circuit Court in order to free fellow member who were on trial, with almost no                  

retaliation from officials.  

Due to the fact that there are several, very different opinions on the significance as well as the role                   

vigilantes hold in society, it is hard to reach a consensus and very difficult to solve. 

Definition of Key Terms 

Vigilante 

A vigilante is a person who unofficially tries to prevent crime or instill their own system of justice in                    

order to pursue, catch, and punish criminals. It is most commonly caused by a distrust in their justice                  

system and those who enforce it. According to Merriam-Webster, it is a “self-appointed doer of justice.”                

In other words, an individual who takes the law into their own hands. 

Impunity 

Impunity is when an individual is exempt from the punishment their actions would otherwise              

receive. This is usually given to individuals with connections, power, or influence in the government.  

Community Policing 

Community Policing is a program that allows citizens to work with police officers who have been                

assigned to their specific community in order to resolve issues. In other words, an officer is stationed to a                   

community instead of the typical system in which police officers react to a crime once it is broadcasted no                   

matter the area it is in. It is commonly used in order to bridge the gap between the police and the                     

public--it helps the citizens gain trust in the police. 

General Overview 

The line between legal and illegal actions are blurry. In order to understand with clarity how                

vigilantism began, it is important to know why it began and how it has grown over the years. Despite                   

these groups being present in different nations across the globe, the answers to this question vary only                 

slightly.  

Addressing the first part of the question: how do they begin. Vigilantes are often times individuals                

who believe that the justice system has failed to keep them protected, and thus feel responsible to take                  
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matters into their own hands as a self-appointed doer of justice. Gaps between the police and the                 

community are one reason community's feel a mistrust towards police and other established protection              

groups. Shortages or ill-distribution of police officers, complex and blurry laws, and an un-educated              

public. 

How they are sustained is a different matter. Oftentimes, vigilantes are protected by politicians              

who use vigilantes for personal gain. Whether that be to oversee ballots, provide security, provide               

impunity, and serve as personal hitmen to eliminate political enemies. However, on the other end of the                 

spectrum, governments also provide equipment, mobility, and training in order to improve upon and              

legitimize vigilante groups. 

Government Role 

The government of a country plays a large role in maintaining vigilante groups. Politicians and               

political parties will hire vigilante groups in order to complete certain tasks, moreover, they would hire                

representatives from vigilante groups to be part of the government. More specifically, vigilante groups              

will affiliate themselves with a certain political party or politician, becoming their personal security fleet               

and campaigners. However, this has dangerous consequences which can be seen across multiple countries              

when vigilante groups target their opposition, tamper with ballots, and rig elections. For example, in               

Ghana in Area Boys are given stolen state weaponry in order to attack political opposition. Additionally,                

politicians in Ghana hire vigilante groups to cause riots and mayhem before and after elections – as if to                   

distract the public. Furthermore, some governments grant impunity towards vigilantes as well as praise              

vigilante crimes rather than reprimanding them for their sometimes illegal actions. For example, the              

Philippines president Rodrigo Duterte has been affiliated with known vigilante group Davao Death             

Squad, said in the 2014 Senate meeting, that if he ever saw David Tan; rice smuggler, in the city he’d                    

shoot him himself. In response to the backlash against President Duterte commented, “the problem with               

us in the government, is that we talk too much, act too much and too little.” Another example is Haiti,                    

where the UN has estimated that over 400 vigilante crimes have gone unpunished. 

Endorsement and funding 

When vigilante groups amalgamate with political parties from the government, they are            

commonly given training, funding, and weaponry. Converting the vigilante groups into more of a security               

detail. For example, in 1994, Colombia created the “Convivir” program which, allowed regular citizens to               
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form part of civilian security groups. Some groups that formed part of Convivir were even given                

weaponry that ranged from sub-machine guns to mini pistols. Despite Colombia's good intentions, the              

right-wing political party began to use Convivir groups in order to hide money laundering among other                

crimes. Convivir groups also began a “social cleansing” movement, killing who they believed were the               

negative people of Colombia. This included the homeless, drug users, alcoholics, and sex workers.              

Vigilante groups from this program are still active currently in many parts of Colombia, focusing on                

Medellin.  

Additionally, governments will endorse the use of vigilantes. Praising citizens for fighting back             

against criminals and for their role in bettering the communities in their respected countries. Not only will                 

government praise vigilantes for their action, but they will encourage other citizens to do the same,                

creating a continuous cycle. 

Impunity 

Often times, governments give vigilante groups impunity in return for their services, creating a              

major issue when trying to control vigilante groups. When governments grant impunity to vigilante              

groups, it sends an example to other groups and citizens. It creates the notion that actions will go                  

unpunished, and that it is okay to break the law. Moreover, it creates even more distrust in the criminal                   

justice system of countries as well as lowering the legitimacy of the government. 

Lack of Trust in Government 

Lack of trust towards the police and other government safety organizations creates the perfect              

environment for vigilante groups to spread. For example, vigilante groups maintain themselves through             

the use of extortion fees. Residents of neighborhood or business owners pay a tax to vigilante groups in                  

exchange for the safety and protection the groups provide. Often times, citizens will report crimes to the                 

local vigilante groups rather than the police. This lack of trust towards the police and other government                 

safety organizations creates the perfect environment for vigilante groups to continue. For example in              

Peru, vigilante groups named The Rondas have created their own judicial system, claiming that Peru’s               

system is too slow and leaves criminals unpunished. The residents of rural areas in Peru have expressed                 

their gratitude towards The Rondas, praising the safety they provide. Member of The Rondas will patrol                

the streets carrying leather whips, beating alleged criminals.  
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Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

India 

Recently India has seen an uprise in communal violence and vigilantes, most known as “cow               

vigilantes.” Citizens have begun to bring their own justice towards citizens they believe are transporting               

and selling cow meat. This practice is considered not only illegal in many states but is also frowned upon                   

by followers of the Hindu faith. In many of these “cow vigilante” cases, the police and the public have                   

taken favor towards the vigilante rather than the victim. Moreover, political leaders have been uncertain               

in regards on how to react and respond.  

Prime Minister Narendra Modi from the nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), elected in 2014,              

has been hesitant to punish these cow vigilantes. However, he is also part of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak                 

Sangh Party (RSS) which is strongly influenced by the practices of the Hindu religion and wishes to                 

integrate these practices into the government. The RSS and has been condemned by the Indian               

government on multiple occasions for their influence regarding communal violence and vigilantism.            

Furthermore, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been scrutinized for either neglecting or being biased              

towards perpetrators. For example, in 2002 he was said to have caused and done nothing to stop the riots                   

that killed more than one thousand Muslims. This riot was a response to the Sabarmati Express being lit                  

on fire, which caused the death of fifty-seven Hindu activists. This incident shows the huge repercussions                

that comes from giving impunity to vigilantes. 

Ghana 

As a response to the increase in violent crimes in some neighborhoods, citizens hired “hunters” to                

protect them from criminals. They become so popular, that they began to integrate with known security                

companies, to help provide protection to high-level politicians and government officials. These hunters             

became part of multiple vigilante groups in Ghana. Moreover, these vigilantes took part in the riots during                 

the 2000’s when General Robert Guei ignored the ballot and claimed victory.  

The New Patriotic Party (NPP), one of the two main political parties in Ghana, hired               

“professionals” to train their vigilante group tasked to protect the now president Nana Akufo Addo. The                

other well-known political party, National Democratic Congress (NDC), is also well known for affiliating              

and supporting vigilante groups. Moreover, both parties also “hire” the vigilante groups to campaign for               

their candidates and even oversee the ballot voting. In return, the vigilantes expect to be given jobs inside                  
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the party and the government. The National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) has released a               

statement asking the NDC and the NPP to remove all ties to vigilante groups and urges the youth to “Say                    

‘No’ to Vigilantism” in hopes to reduce the appeal of vigilantism. However, the NPP and the NDC justify                  

their affiliation with vigilante groups through Article 21 of the Ghana Constitution, which allows for               

freedom of association. 

Azorka boys, Kandahar boys, and Bamba boys are three well-known vigilante groups, strongly             

affiliated and supported by the NDC and NPP; they have become recognized as “political vigilantes.”               

However, they have been well known to rig and alter the results of elections as well as acting violently if                    

their party is not elected. Most notably, in the wake of the 2008 elections, Azorka Boys created violent                  

riots and targeted opposing political leaders as the result of the NDC losing the election. Recently, Delta                 

Force, a vigilante group associated with NPP; the current party in power, stormed into a government                

building to forcefully remove a senior officer they did not feel satisfied by. On April 6th, 2017 Delta                  

Force invaded the Kumasi Circuit Court and released their members that were on trial for assault. The                 

United Nations have said that these vigilante groups are tarnishing Ghana’s image, and has condemned               

Delta Force. The involvement that not only the Azorka, Kandahar and Bamba boys have in the                

government not only create instability inside the system itself, it, however, creates an image in which                

illegal activity is not punished rather used for personal gain.  

Haiti 

11% of killings in Haiti are caused by vigilantes and are usually in the urban areas. Citizens have                  

expressed their approval towards vigilante groups, claiming that the criminal justice and legal system is               

dysfunctional, thus there is no other solution other than taking matters into their own hands. More                

specifically, the lynching of suspected criminals has become a great concern for Haitians. A UN report                

issued January 10, 2017, stated that vigilante crimes are often ignored and not investigated. The United                

Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) stated that out of the 483 reported cases of vigilante                

lynching, there had been only 59 convictions. Additionally, the UN has accused Haiti of gifting vigilantes                

with impunity. During the presidential elections following the dictatorial reign, vigilantes killed multiple             

supporters of the Duvalier dictatorship who they had accused of disrupting Haiti’s first election in 30                

years. Moreover, after the dictatorial period crime rates spiked which then caused the police to work                

together with vigilante groups meaning that the public began to view vigilante groups as a necessary                

factor for their safety. 
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Nigeria 

Nigeria along with Cameroon, Niger, and Chad all have vigilante groups that have a great impact                

in the current battle against Boko Haram. They have proven to be a valuable asset in military operations,                  

but have also abused their power on multiple occasions. However, vigilante groups have led to an                

increase in the communities participating in the fight against Boko Haram, causing more violence.              

Additionally, vigilantes have ties with government officials, business owners, and the community.            

Meaning their reach and influence is very great. One of the most popular vigilante groups in the Civilian                  

Joint Task Force (CJTF) which was created as a branch of the Joint Task Force (JTF) force run by the                    

Nigerian army. JTF took advantage of the CJTF reach in the community and used them as a source to                   

receive information.  

Vigilantes have filled in for Nigeria’s overstretched army and to a degree improved safety,              

however, CJTF rebellion against Boko Haram caused the group to target civilians, hence the large civilian                

causalities in 2014 and 2015. Despite the good vigilante groups have done in Nigeria, citizens and the                 

government are worried that they may react negatively towards negotiation with Boko Haram and even               

begin to encourage communal violence and crime. Nigeria’s Civil defense chief Lieutenant General             

Tukur Yusuf Burati has expressed his desire for the Vigilante Group of Nigeria (VGN) to be officially                 

recognized as a security arm from the government. He said that the VGN was present in almost all                  

communities already and that they presently help maintain the security of the citizens. VGN is an                

example of how community policing could be a possible solution in order to use vigilantes in a supervised                  

and positive way. CJTF is also an example of how it is possible to legalize vigilante groups in a way that                     

benefits not only the public but the government as well. 

Mexico 

“Rural Defense Force” is made up of hundreds of vigilantes trying to legalize self-defense              

militants. On May 11, 2014, Alfredo Castillos, security commissioner in Michoacan launched the “State              

Rural Defense Force” which gave the vigilantes uniforms, weapons, transportation and a legal role in               

fighting crime. The State Rural Defense Force was created as a result of an agreement including federal                 

and vigilante leaders from all over Mexico in hope to better handle the situation.  

Knights Templar a “self-defense” vigilante group originally from the Familia Michoacana,           

committed to fighting against the drug cartels. The group, centered in Michoacan, has branded themselves               
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as fighters against “materialism, injustice, and tyranny.” knights Templar offers “protection fees” to             

business owners, moreover, because of their influence over local government officials they are able to               

receive a sort of impunity. 2015 was the year where Mexico had the most public lynchings, which was a                   

result of the popularity of the “catch your own killer” mentality. Thus, citizens took matters into their own                  

hands, punishing whomever they suspected as criminals. These two examples show how complicated this              

issue is to solve, despite the fact that Mexico tried to take a step forward to eradicate the harmful vigilante                    

groups, there are still multiple other vigilante groups continuing their illegal activity. 

United States of America 

The media in the United States glorifies vigilantes, creating a public appeal many citizens believe               

in. Roughly half of the US’s population do not trust the police, hence the high approval rate for                  

vigilantism. The glorification of vigilantes has caused citizens themselves to arm themselves and             

personally deliver justice to who they deem criminals. For example, Zimmerman, an American citizen,              

had made 911 calls reporting all type of disruptions and suspicions, however, he decided to take matters                 

into his own hands when he has 17-year-old African American teenager in a hoodie. Zimmerman shot and                 

killed the boy, convinced he was a criminal. This example shows one of the many problems with                 

vigilantism: there is no background training, leading to accidental and unfair murders. Another common              

issue in the US is the hero-like behavior the media portrays. Television shows and advertisement glorify                

vigilantism, which in turn indirectly influences ordinary individuals to become vigilantes. Moreover, the             

US has implemented programs such as a neighborhood watch group which allows individuals to become               

the communities personal police officers.  

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of event 

1992-1993 

1994 

1999 

February 27, 2002 

February 28, 2002 

Colombian national police forces ally with “Los Pepes” a vigilante group in            

order to get information about Pablo Escobar. 

Colombia created the Convivir program. 

United Self Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC) stormed La Gabarra and Tibu to             

eliminate guerrilla groups. 

Fire on train kills Hindu pilgrims in India station. 
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wake of 2008  

May 11, 2014 

June 2014 

2014-2015 

January 10, 2017 

April 6th, 2017 

Hindu mobs rape, kill, and steal from Muslims in order to punish them for              

supposedly setting the train on fire in India. 

Azorka Boys created violent riots and targeted opposing political leaders as the            

result of the NDC losing the election in Ghana. 

Alfredo Castillos, security commissioner in Michoacan, Mexico launched the         

“State Rural Defense Force.” 

Comités Locaux de Vigilance in Cameroon. 

CJTF rebellion fought back against Boko Haram caused the group to target            

civilians in Nigeria. 

Delta Force invaded the Kumasi Circuit Court in Nigeria. 

The United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) issued a report           

that state out of the 483 reported cases of vigilante lynching, there had been only               

59 convictions. 

  

  

UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

This issue has not been discussed formally under the United Nations, thus there are no resolutions                

directly regarding this issue. However, the United Nations has formally condemned vigilantes and their              

acts. Despite little to no past UN involvement, countries such as Mexico and Colombia created national                

documents in order to try and resolve the issue in two different ways. Mexico created the State Rural                  

Defense Force, and Colombia created the Convivir program. 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

Convivir Program was a program established in Colombia with the hopes of legitimizing the local               

vigilante groups in order for them to reduce the human rights infractions and law breaking tendencies.                

Despite its promised future, many members of the Convivir groups eventually broke off, become rogue               

agents of law enforcement. Since then, the government of Mexico has eliminated many of the Convivir                

groups, however, they still remain in many rural areas with high public support. One issue with this                 
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program, and many others that try to legalize vigilante groups, is the fact that any person willing to join                   

could--untrained men and women of any age can become part of these groups. The absence of screening                 

and background checks on the members in or wanting to join these legalized vigilante groups is the main                  

reason why they have the tendency to go rogue as they did in Colombia. 

In Nigeria, the Civilian Joint Task Force (CJTF) allowed the people some relief and protection                

as they filled in holes the country's overstretched military could not fill. CJTF allowed people to directly                 

positively affect the protection given to them and ensure that every person felt safe. Moreover, it also                 

provided some aid to the government who could focus on other areas that needed help seeing as the public                   

jumped to get involved and help better the protection the Nigerian government could provide.  

Additionally, Nigeria created the “The Vigilante Group of Nigeria” (VGN) which is an NGO              

created around the use of vigilantes was founded by Alhaji Alli Sokoto; officially registered in 1999 to                 

the Corporate Affairs Commission. This program implements the idea that citizens should be involved in               

the policing of their neighborhoods. Each community, part of this program, has their own VGN officers                

who are from and live in the community they police. VGN provides a relief to the Nigerian government                  

who have extremely limited police officers. 

Possible Solutions 

Some possible solutions can include creating programs that teach the public about their rights and               

limitations regarding the law. This can help educate the public on what they can directly do in order to be                    

involved in the protection of themselves and their neighborhoods. Moreover, the establishment of some              

training or internship programs that can once again maximize civilian involvement in the safest and most                

controlled environment that can be created. One issue that must also be addressed is the uncertainty and                 

untrust in the criminal justice systems and police programs. Education certainly is a factor that can help                 

increase the legitimacy, which in turn can increase trust, community policing programs are also crucial.  
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Appendix or Appendices 

● How Nigeria is implementing community policing through VGN: 

https://guardian.ng/features/the-imperative-of-community-policing-and-security-in-nigeria/ 

● Timeline of Riots that have been related to vigilante crimes in India: 

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/04/06/world/asia/modi-gujarat-riots-timeline.html?_r=0#/#time287_8

190. 

● How vigilante groups work in Niger, Nigeria, and Chad: 

www.crisisgroup.org/africa/west-africa/nigeria/244-watchmen-lake-chad-vigilante-groups-fighting-boko-

haram. 

● Very helpful for delegates who will be representing Latin American countries in order to begin               

background research: 

http://www.insightcrime.org/news-analysis/vigilante-justice-popular-across-latin-america 
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